We make event style (hosted bar) reservations in parties of 10-, 20-, 30- and our maximum capacity of 49 Persons, at an hourly rate with a two-hour minimum reservation.

Rentals encompass a reserved area and include a hosted bar as part of the rental package.

All quotes are custom, and can vary based on timing, holidays, special requests, and other events at Fort Mason Center.

During our busy Prime Time, rental sizes are restricted and are charged a Prime rate.

Your rental package includes a Hosted Bar, equal to the amount of your base rental (eg. a two hour, 20-Person Package rental at $125/hour would receive up to $250 in drinks and bar bites).

In excess of that amount, your party can continue ordering with your tab applied to the card on file, or you can opt for guests to open individual tabs. We will let you know well before you approach the limit of your Hosted Bar.

All rentals will have a 20% Service Charge added as gratuity.

AV Support – $100/hour (minimum two hours) which includes use of our large presentation screen, amplified sound (with handheld or head set mics) and our tech support.

Preferred Caterers – Our listing of preferred caterers includes client favorites. There will be a flat, one-time Outside Food Clean Up Fee.

Custom Cocktail – Todd Carnam, our beverage director, will consult with you to design an exclusive cocktail for your event.

Additional Furniture Rental – You can rent additional tables, linens and chairs from Ft. Mason to accommodate sit down dinners or cocktail receptions. Tables are $40/table/day; Linens are $30/linen/day; Chairs are $10/chair/day.

"It’s equal parts saloon, bar, restaurant, and museum where one can ponder the fragility of human civilization over a cappuccino...every detail possessing an interactive trick or a quirky, story-rich provenance.”

– Wired

ABOVE: the Private Room
BELOW: the Orrery (left), the Booth Area (right)
Terms & Conditions

- There is a two-hour minimum for rentals. Rentals are confirmed upon receipt of a signed contract, a deposit, and an authorized and valid credit card to hold the date and time.
- **Load In / Load Out:** Your rental comes with 30 minutes of Load In and set up (if any). We will not be expecting your guests until the start of your rental. During this time, service is suspended. When your reservation ends, you have 30 minutes to breakdown and Load Out. Your guests do not have to leave, but service will be suspended while staff begins to clean and restore the space to reopen to the public.
- **Decorations:** Any decorations must be approved before the start of your event. We do not allow lighted decorations, nor anything that hangs on a wall. Federal restrictions forbid balloons. You cannot block sidewalk traffic.
- **Animals:** No animals are allowed with the exception of service animals that meet the Federal standard. California state laws do not apply in the National Park.
- **Outside Food:** If you do bring in outside food without prior arrangement, a fee of $100 will be charged to the card used to make the reservation.
- **The Long Now Foundation Offices:** Please note that the Long Now Foundation offices are upstairs, and during business hours, staff and their guests will enter and exit, discreetly.
- **Staff Transition / Day Menu / Full Menu:** From 10:00am - 5:00pm, we have a barista on staff and offer our day menu of coffees, teas, beers, wines, draught cocktails and bar bites. At 5:00pm, our bartenders start and our full menu becomes available.
- **Certificate of Insurance:** Companies making 49-Person rentals are required to have a Certificate of Insurance, obtainable from their providers.
- **Changes & Cancellations:** Changes to the terms of this contract can only be made with written approval of the Interval event coordinator and the client, and no later than 48 hours before the start of the event.
- **Excessive Party Size and Maximum Capacity:** If your party is larger than agreed upon in the rental contract, you do not manage your party size, we reserve the right to suspend service.
- **Larger Party:** Upon arrival, if your party is larger than agreed upon in the rental contract, and the bar staff decides they can handle the party size, then you will be charged at the appropriate package (20-, 30-, or 49-Person) rate. In the case of Prime Time rentals, you will be charged in multiples of the Prime rate (eg. $200/hour becomes $400/hour, becomes $600/hour, and so on).
- **Smaller Party:** If your party is smaller than agreed upon in the rental contract, we will not be able to reduce your Party Package and/or rate.
- **Enforcing Maximum Capacity:** During your event, if you reach our Maximum Capacity, you are required to start a Wait Line at the door. If you cannot bring your party size to our safe capacity level, then we reserve the right to suspend service.
- **Terms and conditions are subject to change; and updates still apply.**
- **The Interval reserves the right to refuse service to anyone at the staff’s discretion.**

The Interval is situated in Fort Mason, a National Park on the North shore of San Francisco in sight of the Golden Gate Bridge, the Marin Headlands, and Alcatraz. The campus offers plenty of free and pay parking options, access to transit, and other facility rentals. With surrounding space and plenty of options, The Interval is a great place to host business meetings, casual gatherings, cocktail receptions, and birthday or wedding celebrations. Our space can accommodate private groups of up to 49 people, and reservations can be made for most days of the week between 10 AM and midnight, depending on availability.

For information and scheduling, please contact:

Cameron Eng
Private Event Coordinator
events@theinterval.org
415.323.6604

The Interval
2 Marina Boulevard
Fort Mason Center, Building A
San Francisco, CA 94123
(415) 561.6582
theinterval.org
Open 10:00am - 12:00midnight

**Host your next meeting, gathering, or celebration with us.**

“A techno-utopian bar and cafe in San Francisco for those who like to think while they drink.”

— N.Y. Times

The Interval features a full menu of premium coffee and tea, beer and wine, as well as our unique thematic cocktail menu which is curated by our innovative beverage director Todd Carnam.

With “enriching spaces and private options,” The Interval is a great place for hosting meetings, gathering, cocktail receptions, and birthday or wedding celebrations. Our space can accommodate private groups of up to 49 people, and reservations can be made for most days of the week between 10 AM and midnight, depending on availability.
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